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Good morning! <name introductions>We are part of the team working on the Biomass Reactor Capstone Project. It’s a project that started this school year, composed of students from all streams.



Motivation

• Large Mushroom farming 
industry in BC

• Limited by amount of 
mushroom waste

• Designed a process that 
reduces the time required 
for safe disposal

• Produce soil 
amendment product
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The Process
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Here’s how it works. Imagine you have a super-size Crock Pot. You load the Crock Pot with the mushroom compost from the nearby greenhouse, and add some water.  You also add a catalyst to start the chemical reaction. Then you close the Crock Pot and crank up the temperature, which increases the pressure. A chemical process called “hydrothermal carbonization” happens inside. Once it’s done, you open the lid and you pour everything out. What you get is a liquid effluent, which undergoes water treatmentYou also get a solid biochar, which is used as a soil amendment product in the greenhouse.



The Reactor System
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240 °C 
3.5 MPa

240 °C 
3.5 MPa
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This is our “binary” system, meaning “two tanks”. The process moves from left to right. Biomass is first ground up into a fine particulate using an industrial shredder. It is transported to the reactor tanks, where it is loaded.�The reactor tanks are separately loaded with biomass input. Once it’s loaded, a reactor tank is heated and pressurized. When 240 °C and 3.5 MPa is reached, “hydrothermal carbonization” begins. Once the cook is finished, the solid biochar is extracted from the tank and processed. The hot liquid in the reactor tank is transferred to the other tank. We do this to save on heating a lot of liquid every time we do a cook. A boiler is also available to ensure that enough heat is available.



Transfer Method
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Liquid transfer between tanksBiochar extraction
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You can see a visual explanation of our transfer system. The left tank, at 3.5 MPa, has finished its cook, and the right tank has been loaded with biomass at atmospheric pressure and is ready to start.We open the liquid transfer valves. Because of the pressure difference, the liquid in the left tank is transferred to the right tank. This process repeats for a couple cycles until most of the liquid has been transferred to the right tank.Once enough liquid has been transferred, the transfer pipe valves are closed, and after venting pressure from the left tank, the valve at the bottom of the tank opens and dumps the contents of the tank (biochar and some liquid) into the extraction mechanism. The right tank is ready to cook!



Reactor Pressure Vessel

• Designed from scratch using ASME Codes

• 4000 L capacity

• SA-240-316L Stainless Steel

• 2.5  m height, 1 .8  m diameter

• Multiple Openings for Steam and Biomass Movement

• Reactor Dimensions and Shape
• Minimize Surface Area

• Minimize Material Cost

• Limited Space Constraints
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The reactor pressure vessel is the core component of our Biofuel Reactor System.A team of six students worked on the design and features of the reactor tank.We used official Pressure Vessel Codes, used in the industry, to design a tank that could hold 2000 L of biomass input.The result is a 6000 kg tank made of 316 Stainless Steel with an imposing 2.5 m height and 2 m diameter.It features a removable top section for maintenance, a top loading hatch, bottom extraction opening, and emergency pressure relief valves.It also has separate transfer pipes to facilitate the movement of liquid and steam, as mentioned earlier.We also designed the tank to the above proportions to minimize surface area and material cost, while being observant of space constraints.



Components
• Problem Solving:

• Grinding, mixing, 
• feeding into reactor
• Extracting from reactor 

and drying
• Design Work:

• Pressure Vessel Design
• Fluid Transfer Design
• Valves and Piping

• Analysis:
• Energy Balance

• Testing:
• Build Team
• Systems Control
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The reactor tank can’t work alone. Other components are needed for the whole system to work. Here are some of the components that are needed for the reactor system to work.

https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=https://5.imimg.com/data5/JM/JV/MY-2684352/cast-iron-double-flanged-globe-valve-500x500.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.indiamart.com/proddetail/flanged-globe-valve-2130389355.html&docid=L8ZI4zWJqav6BM&tbnid=9SLJ9AFc4GHc6M:&vet=10ahUKEwjf7cPj4ubgAhVwU98KHYibCfQQMwhrKAAwAA..i&w=500&h=500&bih=808&biw=1821&q=globe%20valve&ved=0ahUKEwjf7cPj4ubgAhVwU98KHYibCfQQMwhrKAAwAA&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=https://5.imimg.com/data5/JM/JV/MY-2684352/cast-iron-double-flanged-globe-valve-500x500.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.indiamart.com/proddetail/flanged-globe-valve-2130389355.html&docid=L8ZI4zWJqav6BM&tbnid=9SLJ9AFc4GHc6M:&vet=10ahUKEwjf7cPj4ubgAhVwU98KHYibCfQQMwhrKAAwAA..i&w=500&h=500&bih=808&biw=1821&q=globe%20valve&ved=0ahUKEwjf7cPj4ubgAhVwU98KHYibCfQQMwhrKAAwAA&iact=mrc&uact=8


Visualization
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We used 3D modeling software like Creo and SolidWorks to visualize our biomass reactor system. Here’s our visualization of parts of the system. You can see the yellow grinder, the transportation elevator in the back, the purple reactor tanks, pipes, and some workers with hard-hats for scale.You can also see an overhead crane and the walls of our barn space. We talked with our partners, the Civil Engineering team, to find our floor and height limitations and factored that into our layout.



Interdisciplinary Project
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Mechanical Team

Civil TeamEnvironmental Team

• Working with engineering students from other disciplines

• Chance to gain technical knowledge of other fields

• Great preparation for the real world!
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The Biomass Reactor Capstone Project is an interdisciplinary project. This year we worked with Civil and Environmental Engineering students. These were enthusiastic students who were excited to work on a unique project. We worked closely with these teams, and as a result, we gained knowledge of how other types of engineering are performed. The result is that all students experienced what it’s like to work as part of an interdisciplinary project, which is just like in the real world.



YOUR Work

• Improving Efficiency
• Turbines
• Heat Exchangers

• Specializing for other applications
• Biofuel Production
• Replacement for coal
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Our team of dedicated students worked hard over the year to finish the project, and we set a firm foundation.If you choose to join our project, you’ll be building on top of our work to help deliver a real working system to a real company!Shown here are some of the design challenges we have yet to solve. As a member of the team, you will be using the knowledge you’ve earned over the last three years to design, evaluate, test, and model something for the project. It can be hands-on, theoretical, and everything in between. It doesn’t matter what stream you are, there is a design challenge for every stream. And the best part is, you’ll be picking up valuable experience along the way!
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